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In multivariate decisions under risk, assessing the complete utility function can be a major
obstacle. Decision rules are investigated which characterize uniformly better altematives with
respect to a whole class of utility functions. In this paper independence assumptions are
imposed on the preference structure while the levels of attributes may be stochastically
dependent in an arbitrary way.
The utilities considered are additive, multiplicative, or multilinear. Necessary and sufficient
conditions are developed for uniform decisions over utilities with common substitutional
structure and where the univariate conditional utilities show qualitative properties such as risk
aversion. The rules are direct extensions of known univariate rules and easy to evaluate.
(MULTIATTRIBUTE DECISION; SEPARABLE UTILITY; RISK AVERSION)

Consider a decision problem having risky outcomes described by more than one, say n, attributes. When
the probabilities of the outcomes are known and the decision is to be based on expected utility, the main
practical difficulty arises in assessing the n-variate utility function u. In order to assess u, the decision
making individual has to be asked many questions about his preferences on lotteries over multivariate
outcomes, a procedure which in some practical situations appears to be a formidable or even impossible
task. Provided certain separability properties of the utility function u can be established (this is the case
when the attributes show some utility independence in the sense of Keeney and Raiffa 1976), assessing u is
greatly simplified, but still n univariate utility functions and up to 2" — 2 constants have to be determined.
Therefore, there is a need for decision rules which do not require the complete knowledge of an
individual's utility function but which employ only partial information about his preferences; especially,
rules are needed which only use the knowledge of qualitative properties of the preference such as
monotonicity or risk aversion. More precisely, given a qualitative property of u, we are looking for a decision
rule which indicates that the first of two alternative prospects is not worse than the second one with respect
to all u bearing this property. The decision rule shall consist in a condition concerning the alternative
prospects; rules of this kind have been termed stochastic dominance rules in the literature; see the survey by
Fishbum (1978).
Recent efforts have been made to extend the concept of stochastic dominance efficiency analysis from a
single variable to the multivariate case, Le., to develop conditions in terms of the probability distributions of
two random vectors X and Y, which are necessary and sufficient for stochastic dominance (SD) of Y over X
with respect to a given class of utilities. First investigations assumed either stochastically independent
attributes (Levy 1973) or additively separable utilities or univariate utilities being defined on terminal wealth
(Levy and Paroush 1974a) in which three cases the problem reduces to a univariate one. Huang et al. (1978a,
b) presented the corresponding results on classes of utilities which show conditional risk aversion or DARA.
Methods which are essentially multivariate have been introduced by Levy and Paroush (1974b) and Hadar
and Russell (1974) who explored the relationship between utilities with signed partial derivatives and point
by point dominance of probability distribution functions. Levhari, Paroush, and Peleg (1975) rediscovered
(cf. Lehmann 1955) necessary and sufficient conditions for SD with respect to the class of general utilities as
well as that of quasi-concave utilities. An altemative condition which is only sufficient for SD with general
utilities has been given in Huang et al. (1978a).
In this paper independence assumptions are imposoi on the preference structure white the levels of
attributes may be stochastically dependent in an arbitrary way. We investigate multivariate SD with respect
to classes of utilities for which die conditional utility of some bundles of attributes does not depend on the
levels of ttie otfier a ^ r i b u t ^ whidi imidies that the utilities considered are additive, multiplicative, or
multilinear. Necessary and sufficient conditions are developed for SD over utilities with common substitur
tional structure and where the univariate conditional utilities show qualitative properties such as risk
aversion. The rules are direct extensions of known univariate rules and easy to evaluate.
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Our aim is twofold: first, to unify and extend the notions of mulitvariate SD given in the literature and to
provide a deeper insight into the differences as well as the similarities between the univariate and the
multivariate cases; second, to open a practical altemative to the direct assessment of multivariate utilities via
assessing univariate utilities as it has been widely propagated.
The paper is organized as follows: §1 introduces the definitions of SD and of utility independence, §2
reviews the additive case, §3 gives conditions for the multiplicative case which are proved in §4. §5 extends
the conditions to multilinear utilities with given substitutional structure while §6 provides some conclusions.

1. Miiitivariate Stodiastic Dominance and Utiiity Indq>endence
Consider a set of attributes ,s/ = {Ai, . . . A„} which attain real-valued levels
a^, . . . a„ER. Let a decision maker (DM) be faced with an altemative of choosing
one of two possible actions under uncertainty; if he chooses the first, attribute Aj will
attain level AT, for / = 1, . . . n; if he chooses the second, A^ will attain y, for
/• = 1, . . . n. Here (^,, . . . X„) = X and (Yf, . . . Y„)= Y denote arbitrary random
vectors in R", originating from a common probability space (Q, y , P). We assume that
the decision maker maximizes expected utility, i.e. he does not prefer the first action,
with payoff X, if and only if'
Au:=E[u(X)-u(Y)]<0

(1.1)

where u denotes his utility function. In this paper, all utility functions are assumed to
be von Neumann-Morgenstem and nondecreasing. Obviously, (1.1) for some u
implies (1.1) for all u = a + ySu where a and /8 are real constants, ;8 > 0. Whether (1.1)
holds or not, for a given «, depends on the marginal distributions of X and Y only. As
an eventual stochastical dependence between X and Y does not affect the decision we
do not specify their dependence structure.
When (1.1) holds uniformly for all u out of a given class U of utilities then Y is said
to dominate X with respect to U; symbolically X < uY.
Next, consider a given nondecreasing preference ordering »< of lotteries over R" and
a bounded utility function u which represents < . A subset s/' Cs^ of attributes is
utility independent of its complement .s/\s/''•&preference between two lotteries which
differ in levels of attributes c j / ' only does not depend on the levels at which the
attributes tj^ \s/' Bcie held fixed. A well-known theorem (Keeney and Raiffa 1976, pp.
289ff) states that every subset s/' ds/ is utility independent of its complement if and
only if there are functions w': R ^ R , j = 1 , . . . , n, such that one of the following three
representations applies: With x'=(x^,X2
x„)
.).
'(X,)),

(1-2)
«' < 0,

(1.3)

(-1
n

«(x) = « + / 3 n «*(^,),

«'>0,

(1.4)

<-l

where a, /8 € R, yS > 0. For altemative independence conditions to be imposed on the
preference ordering as well as for procedures to verify them in real life, see Keeney
and Raiffa (1976, Chapter 6).
Which of the thr^ representations holds depends on substitutional properties of
pairs of attributes. For any two attributes, Aj and A^, a =^ (a^,.. . a^) E R", and any
bj > aj, b^ > a,,, define a lottery L^(a,j,k,bj,b^) which gives levels (a,, %) and (bj,b^)
'Conditions on expected values such as (1.1) are to be understood with the alent addition "if the
expectation exists, posabiy itifinite".
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to (Aj,Ai^) with equal chance and define a lottery L2(a,f,k,bj,b^) which gives (A ,A,^)
levels (aj,b,^) and (bj,a,^) with equal chance, the levels of all other attributes A^ being
fixed at a,, i¥=j,k. With these definitions, (1.2) resp. (1.3) resp. (1.4) applies if and
only if Li~L2 resp. L, < L2 resp. L2 < L, for a.l\J,k,a, b > aj, b^^> a,^, and, in the
latter cases, L, -< L2 resp. L2< L, for some j,k,a bj,b^; cf. Meyer (1977). L, •< L2
means that gaining either a higher level of Aj and a lower level of A^^ or vice-versa is
more desired than gaining either a lower or a higher level of both A^. and ^^. M is of
type (1.3) when any two attributes are substitutional and the DM tends to diversify
between them; u is of type (1.4) when any two attributes are complementary or the
DM is risk seeking.
In the next three sections we will investigate stochastic dominance with respect to
subsets of UQ:= [u :W -^R\u nondecreasing}, namely, classes of utilides of type (1.2),
(1.3), and (1.4), respectively, where the one-dimensional udlities t/' have certain
properties. Note that if the M' are concave funcdons then u in (1.2) is concave, too,
whereas M in (1.3) and (1.4) is concave with respect to every argument x, but in general
not concave in x. Further, in (1.2) u is concave iff u is quasiconcave iff all u'
(i = 1, . . . n) are concave; see Cox (1973). In each case, u is nondecreasing if and only
if all u' are nondecreasing.
2. The Additive Case
This section briefly reviews condidons for stochastic dominance with respect to
classes of additive utilides. Let / , , . . . /^ be subsets of { 1 , . . . n} = :JV, n^ := \J^\, and
K* sets of nondecreasing funcdons IR'^->R, Ac = 1 , . . . r. Assume that XD* e F*
whenever o* e F* and X > 0, and that there exist functions t;* e F* for which At?* is
finite, fc = 1, . . . r. We consider SD with respect to the class of additively decomposable
utilities^

THEOREM

1. XKwYifand

only if Xj^ < K* YJ^ for all k = I, . . . r.

PROOF. For any uEW,^u
= S t - i ^ ^ * - If At;* < 0 for all k then Au < 0, which
proves sufficiency. On the other hand, let k E. {I, . . . n} and o* G F*. There exist
v' G F ' widi Ac' finite, / ¥= k. Then

W

for all « G N, 0 > A«, = Ao* + n"'2,y=*:A€'; therefore 0 > Ao*. Q.E.D.
The theorem yields an efficiency criterion for < w whenever efficiency criteria for
< v" are known.
Let us specialize the theorem by setting Jk = [k] and V'' "^ V for all k, and define

U,y := | « G Uo\u(x) = a + i8 2 «'(x,), t/' G F, a G R, j8 > o j .
X <avY .<^Au<Q

for all u

COROLLARY 1 (Levy 1973, Huang, Vertinsky and Ziemba 1978b).
mty ifX, < V YJor all i -= 1 , . . . «.
any X e R" and / C { 1 , . . . «) denote Xj :=

X<avYifand
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The most important applications of the corollary are obtained when V is specified as
follows
Vf:= {v:U->R\v nondecreasing),
V2 := {t3 E F, 11! concave},
F3 := {c G ^21 — v"/v' exists and is nonincreasing),
^4:= {vG K2J -v"/v' exists and r, < -v"/v' < rj),where r, and r2 are given real
functions and the prime denotra derivation. Univariate efficiency criteria for < y^ are
well known (cf. Levy 1973, Vickson 1977, and Meyer 1977). The sets Ugy are widely
used classra of multivariate utility functions; an economic discussion can be found in
Yaari (1978), and Meyer (1977).
Braidra that. Theorem 1 may be applied to interdependent additive utilities such as
bilateral dependent ones or to any fractional hypercube decompositions (see the review
by Farquhar 1978), as well as to stationary (Koopmans 1960) and Markovian (Bell
1977) utilitira.
3. The Miiltipiicative Case
In this section we develop efficiency criteria for stochastic dominance with respect
to classes of multiplicative utilitira; i.e. utilities of type (1.3) or (1.4). Define
t/^i := (M G Uo\u(x) = a- PlTi-xi-^'iXi)), «' < 0 nondecreasing, a G R, ^8 > 0),
Um2 := {« e t/^i I u' concave),
U„3 := {« G l/ol "(x) = « + PWi-xu'iXi), «' > 0 nondecreasing, a G R, /8 > 0),
t^m4 := {« e t/^s I «' convex),
and fory = 1,2,3,4: A' < m/Y:<:>Au < 0 for all M G U^j.
u G U^i means that the DM considers the attributra as mutually utility independent
and substitutional and that he/she tends to diversify between pairs of attributra.
u G U^2 means that, in addition, the DM is risk aversive in any single attribute. On the
other hand, u G U^^ corresponds to mutual utility independence together with attributes being complementary by pairs or together with a risk seeking DM. u G U,^ is, in
addition, risk seeking in every single attribute.
We state four theorems which will be proved in the next section:
THEOREM 2.

X < mxY if and only if P(X < z)> P(Y < z)forall

ZGW.

( < or < between vectors means < rrap. < between each of their components.) The
theorem says that Y dominatra X with respect to any utility function in £/„, if and
only if the cumtilative distribution function of Y dora not exceed that of X. We see
from the theorem that the dominance relation < mi coincidra with that which Hadar
and Russell (1974) define as "multivariate weak first degree stochastic dominance".
When « = 1, the condition of the theorem is a well-known criterion for SD with
respect to all increasing utilitira, i.e. for (univariate) first degree stochastic dominance;
but for any higher dimension n > 1 the condition is necessary but not sufficient for SD
with respect to all multivariate increasing utilitira. The necessity is obvious; for a
counterexample regarding sufficiency see below. The useftilness of Theorem 1 may be
illustrated by the following simple corollary.
COROLLARY 2. Let X and Y be identically distributed random vectors on R", ij> a
function in R" with <^x) > x for all x\ then X < mx^Y). Especially, for any aGU\,
PROOF.

For any x,yG R", ^x) < y implira x < y; hence
{«|^y(«)) < j ) = [tc\iiX(w)) < j ) C («|^(«) < y),

therefore P(<K Y)<. y)< P(X < y) for any y. Q.E.D.
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For the altemative relation < m3 we get a closely related theorem and a corollary
which parallels Corollary 2:
THEOREM

3. X Km^Y if and only if P{X > z) < P{Y > z) for all z G R".

3. Let X and Y be identically distributed random vectors on R",
with <^x) < X for all x\ then <^Y)<mi X.

COROLLARY

^•.W^W

The subsequent efficiency criteria for < mi and < m4 involve integrals over L^ := {x
e W\x < a} and R^ :- {x e R"|jc > a ) , a G R".
THEOREM

4. A' < m2Yifand only ifJi^[P{X

THEOREM

5. X < ^ y

if and only if

< z)~ P{Y< z)]dz < Ofor all a G R".

JR^[P{X

>Z)-

z)]dz < 0 for all

P{Y>

flGR".

When n = 1, Theorems 4 and 5 give the usual efficiency criteria for univariate
second degree stochastic dominance.
We continue with several properties of the relations < m/ which follow from
Theorems 2 to 5.
When being applied to n-tuples of stochastically independent random variables, the
criteria given in the theorems reduce to stochastic dominance conditions between
univariate marginal distributions. In this case for all a G R"

P{X < a) = n P{X, < a,) and
1-1

f P{X < z)dz= fl f"' P{X, < z,)dz,,
-'A,

,-1^-00

analogous equations hold for Y. From the equivalences
n P ( ^ , < fl,) > n ^ ( ^/ < "d
(•-=1

Va, , 0 2 , . . . a„ G R

i-i

<=»P{Xi < a,) > P{Y,< a,)
P{X. < z,)dz, > n

Va, G R, V/ G A^, and

f"' P{ Y, < 2,)tfe,

V a , ,02 , . . . « „ G R

<=> ("' P{Xi < z,)dz, > ("• P( y, < z,)dz,

Vfl, G R, VJ G N,

follows
AT < „, y<=* P{Xi < a,) > P( y, < a,)
X<„2Y^

Va, G R, Vi G N,

("• P{Xi < z,)&, > f"' P( y, < z,)'''^.

^«. ^ ^'

^' ^ ^:

hence, when J!f and y both are stochastically independent random vectors, we have
X<mxY<^Xi<m\Yi

forall

/=1,2, ...n,

X < n,2Y<^Xi < m2Yi

fOT all / = 1,2, . . . «.

Analogous criteria apply to < m3 and < m44. For j = 1,2,3,4 the following hold:
(i) <mf induces a senuordering in the set ^ .^^ {F-.R"-^R\Fprobability
distribution
fimctimt}, i.e. <ay is a reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric relation in J^.
COROLLARY

(ii) For my

{/,,... i j C { 1 , . . . « } :
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PROOF, (i) Every SD relation is reflexive and transitive. The antisymmetry follows
directly from Theorems 2 to 5.
(ii) For / = 1 and 3 this is immediately seen from Theorems 2 and 3, respectively.
For/ = 2 the assertion follows from Theorem 4 and the following lemma, the proof of
which is omitted; for/ = 4 analogously. Q.E.D.

1. Assume f^[P(X<z)-P(Y<z)]dz>Ofor

LEMMA

all bEW;

let {/,,

/2, . . . , » „ } C {1,2, . . . , n} with /, < /2 < • • • < 'm, and let a^^, . . . a,^ G R; then
J—

There hold the obvioits implications
(3.1)
(3.2)
X<vJ^X<^xY

and

X<^^Y,

(3.3)

but the reverse implications are not true. For (3.1) and (3.2) this is known even when
n = 1; Levhari, Paroush and Peleg (1975) gave an example by which it can be seen
that the reverse direction of (3.3) does not hold when n = 2 (hence, when n > 2).
Next, we investigate situations where some marginals of X and Y coincide. Let F^
and G, denote the marginal distribution functions of X, resp. F,, and Fj and G,- those of
Xf.^ (X,...
X,_,,X,^,,
. . . X ^ ) resp. Y.:=(Y,, . . . y,._,, 7,.+ ,, . . . Y„). I n general
X<^xY
THEOREM

a n d 7 < ^ 3 ^ = » / ; . = G,

foraU

/=1, ...n.

(3.4)

6. Assume F- = G-for all i - \, . . . n. Then

(i)
' <m\Y

if n is

(ii) if n is even, X <^3Y and X <mi Y=>F=G;
(Hi) if n is odd, X <m3Y and Y < miX =^F = G.
PROOF.

By Silvester's formula, for any a EW

P{X >a)=l -^PiX,

< a,) + 2 PiXi < a, ,Xj <aj)+ ... ( - 1)"P(^ < a).
(3.5)

As the (R — l)-dimensional marginals coincide, all marginals of lower dimension
coincide, too; therefore X <m3Y<^P(X > a) < P(Y > a) for all c « * ( - l)rP(X < a)
< (- l)"P( Y<a) for all a. The rest is obvious. Q.E.D.
In the remainder of this section we depart from utility independent preferences and
ask: Provide! X <miY, are there utility functions u* other than those in £/„, for which
Au* < 0 holds; in other words, is there a class (y^, lai;ger than {/„, such that < mi
means SD with respect to t ^ | ? The following Theorem 7 (the necessity part of which
is due to Hadar and Ru^etl 1974, Hieorem 5.8) gives an answer in case X and Y are
continuously distributed.
THEOREM

1. If X and Y are contimmtsly distributed, X <m\ Y<^Au <0 for all
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M G t/:, where^ u;^^:= {uE C"\u bounded above, (- \)^^^ 'du/dxj > Ofor allf C N],
C ' ' : = ' { M : R " - » R | M n-times continuously differentiable outside finitely many hyperplanes).

Note die inclusion {/„, n C" C f/*,. The proof of sufficiency in Theorem 7 parallels
that of Theorem 2. There are similar counterparts to Theorems 3, 4, and 5:
/ / X and Y are continuously distributed, y G {2,3,4}, then X < mjY
^Au< Ofor all u E U*j where
U»^ .= [uEUoD C^" I u bounded above, d^u/dxj < Ofor allJ C N},
f/*3 := (u G C" I u bounded below, du/dxj > Ofor all J C N],
u"i^ .= {„ e i/o n C^" I u bounded below, ^hi/dxj > Ofor all J CN).
THEOREM 7A.

The proof, again, is omitted.
To give an example, let /4 be a nonnegadve matrix widi n columns and m
nonidentical rows, and let the function t/: R" ^ R be given by u(x) = max^x if J: > 0,
u(x) = 0 else. Then u is in t/^, while, in general, u is not in U^^.
4. Proofs of Hieorems 2 to 5
Theorem 2 can be proved as an applicadon of Theorem 3(a) in Ruschendorf (1980).
We will give a different proof here.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. "=>". Let z = (z,,Z2,. • • z«) G R" be given. For / = 1,
2 , . . . n, ;c, G R define t<'(x,) = - 1 if x, < z,, «'(^,) = 0 else. Then «' is < 0 and
nondecreasing, hence

"<^". Let « G {/„„ u(x) = - n / - i » ' ( ^ . ) for all (x^,X2, ...x„)^x
where each t;' is
> 0 and nonincreasing. First, we assume each c' to be left continuous and t;'(oo) = 0.
Then measures /i, on die reals are given by iii(]x,,oo[):= v'(x,), X,ER. Define
ft := jm, ® M2® - • • ® /*« and, for every x,z E R", g(z,x) = - 1 if Jc < z, g(z,x) = 0
else. Then

Eu(X) = j^Eg(z,X)d^(z),

Eu(Y)^j^Eg(z, Y)d,x(z).

Furdier, P(X < z) > P ( 7 < z) for aO z implies Eg(z,X) =^-P(X < z) < -P(Y < z)
= Eg(z, Y) for all z; hence Eu(X) < Eu(Y). Next, we allow for t)'(oo) being nonzero,
/ = 1,2, ...n. Define a, := o'(oo) > 0, v' := v' - a,. Then

Note diat die pro^rty P(X <z)>P(Y<z)
for all z implies the analogous property
for each pair of marginal distributions of X and Y. Therefore, and as o'(oo) = 0 for a 1
/ die term in square brackets is nonnegative for each / , hence Eu(X) < Eu(Y).
FinaDy, when some o' are not left continuous, diey can be approximated pomtwise
*When / - {J,, . . .j,) C N, denote 1/|:- k, du/dxj : - 3*«/0x,, . . . .Bx,.)
^ , . . . axj). When / - 0 drfine a»/3xy :-tt.

"
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from below by left continuous nonincreasing functions c"" > 0, m GN. 0 < v"" -^ v'
impUra 0 < n«"" ^ Ilf'. and AM = Um A(- l[v"") < 0.
Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 2 as it statra a proposition dual to that of
Theorem 2:
It can be easily seen that t/^3 = {v \ v(x) = - u(-x), u G U„^}, hence,
X <^3Y<^-Y<mi-

X^P(-Y<

x)> P(-X<

X)

for all X

> -x)< P(Y > -X)

for all X

>z)< P(Y>z)

forallz.

In the same way. Theorem 5 is deduced from Theorem 4. In order to prove Theorem 4
we need the following
LEMMA

2. Let k G {1,2,. . . n) and a\,a2, . . . «fc.>f*+i^*+2. . . . x„GR be given.

Then

= f"* • • • h
J—OO

P(Xi < xjor

all i = 1,2, . . . n)dxi

...dx^.

J—OO

PROOF. F o r any given real numbers a , , . . . a ^ , x ^ + , , . . . x^ define auxiliary functions R', i = 0,1,2,...
k, which depend o n x' : = (JC,,JC2, . . . x,) G R':

: X, forall/= 1,2, . . . n ) ,
/{'~'(x'~') := ["' R'(x')dxi

(4.1)
(4.2)

for / = 1,2, . . . /t. Partial integration of (4.2) yields
R'-'(x-')

= ("• (fl, - x,)/?'(x'-\dx;).

(4.3)

J— 00

By backward recursion we get from (4.2) and (4.3) the formulae
/?°= f"' . . . f"' /?*(x*)<ic, . . .rfXjtand
x , ) / ? * ( ^ , , . . . dxi^),
rrapectively; inserting (4.1) provra the lemma.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. "=»". Let a G R " and for iGN,

X,GR, «'(X,):=

(x, - a,).. := min{x, - a,,0). As the functions «' are nondecreasing, concave and < 0
there holds A(-n"_,(-«,)) < 0 by assumption. From this and from the lemma we
conclude

(p(X<x)dx={ f{(a,JL,

•'A.i-i

/-I

P(Y<y)dy.
J—I

"«=". Let « G t/^j; hence - u(x) = n"-i(~"'(^z)) where «' < 0 nondecreasing and
concave. For every i, then, u'(oo) is finite, and a' can be written in die form
— a'(x,)=-M'(OO)-I-/«(/,-x,)_ Ai'(/,) where o' is a nond«:reaang, nonpositive
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function R-> R. We then have

(
JCNi^J

= 2 «y
J(ZN

with a^:=n,c/(-«'(«)) >0.
)
For every J C N we get from Lemma 2 (applied to the distribution function F, of

'_P(X,. < x, for all iGJ)dXj.

(4.4)

oo

Therefore, — Fi/(A^) is a positively weighted sum of integrals with integrands of type
(4.4). As an analogous representation holds for — Eu{ Y) we conclude from the
assumption and from Lemma 1 that the inequality — Eu{X) -f- Eu{Y) > 0 must hold.
Q.E.D.
5. Tiie Multilinear Case
We recall the definitions of § 1 and consider nondecreasing and bounded utilities of
a more general type than so far. When each attribute A/ is utility independent of its
complement j/\{y4,}, / = 1,. . . n, then u is multilinear, i.e. can be written (cf. Keeney
and Raiffa 1976, p. 293)

() 2 n ( )
icN

where the summation extends over all subsets IcN
constants. Additionally, we may assume for all /

and a ' G R are multi-indexed

u' nondecreasing and not constant,
a'(x,) = O

()

iei

for some x, G R U {-c»,oo}.

(5.2)
(5.3)

(If not, we could substitute u' by -u' and/or by u'- u'{xi) or
u'-u'{-co),
respectively, which yielded a positive-affine transformation of u.) Note that any u'
may have positive and negative values.
The constants a ' may be positive or not. Eg., a'^ > 0 (a'^ < 0) means that an
increase in x, yields a larger utility increase if X2 is at a high (low) level than if Xj is at
a low (high) level. Lemma 3 gives sufficient conditions for a ' > 0 and o ^ < 0.
LEMMA 3. Let u be multilinear with (5.2) and (5.3) and let all u' be differentiable. For
any nortvoid I C N:

forall
PROOF.

For / C iV, / ?& 0

s [«'n'
Ni

jeJ\J
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By (5.3) for j E N\J there exist ;c° e R U { - oo, 00} such that uJ(x^ = 0, hence in
(5.4) all summands vanish where J ¥= I:

(If some x° are infinite the left-hand side represents a limit.) For any / e /, as t<' is not
constant, there exists xf with u'(x^ > 0; we conclude the lemma.
Whether du(x)/dx, > 0 for all x, or not, can (at least in principle) be checked by
comparisons of lotteries: For given / C A' with |/| = m, given o^a' E W" with a° < a\
and given x^yv/ we have the simple relationship
(5.5)
where the summation extends over all values of 6, e {0,1}, / = 1, . . . n; A/, = M^(I,
a°,a\x^^,) denotes a lottery which gives payoffs in the set

[xEW\x, = af-,8, e {0,1}, / G /, w - 2«, = 0.2, . . . }
each with equal probability 2'""'. A/2 is defined analogously with payoff set
{ x G R"! ;c, = af', S, G { 0 , 1 } , i E I , m - ^ 8 , = \ , 3 , . . . ] .
(5.5) tells that du(x)/dx, > 0 ( < 0) for all xilM^>

M2 (M, « A/2) for all a°, a\ and

Now, we tum to stochastic dominance with respect to the set
Us := ( M G £/O|M multilinear, « ' G I/'; for/?fc0, a ' = Oif 5 ' = 0, a ' 5 ' > Oif 5 V O }
for given { / ' , / = 1, . . . n, and for a given substitutional structure S, S = (S'), Qi¥= I

C N,8' E[-\,0,\},
i.e. SD w.r.t. all multilinear utilities which have common signs of
a ' and where «' are taken from given classes U'.
THEOREM

8. X<v,Y if and only if 8' • A(n,e/«') < 0 for all u' E U', I C N.

PROOF. For any uE Us,u = "^a' • n « ' , holds Au = S k ' l ^ ^ ^ d l " ' ) which proves
sufficiency. To show necessity consider I C N and «' G U'; then u :
and 0 > AM = S'MT["')If a substitutional structitre is given Theorem 8 reduces the efficiency analysis of
multilinear utilities to that of multiplicative utilities for which criteria like those
developed in §3 apply.
If there is no substitutional structure fully known one might consider SD with
respect to Ug where the sign restrictions on some a"' are relaxed. Let J C N and a"'
have positive as well as negative values; then X < u,^Y implies A(n,ey«') = 0 for all
u' E U', i E J. If the classes U' are rich enough* there follows that Xj and Yj have
identical probability distributions.
6. ConchedoBs

Stochastic dominance with respect to additive, multiplicative, and multilinear utilities has been investigated and simple criteria have been given. The above analysis can be extended into several directions.
Multivariate anal<^ to univariate higher degree SD are along the lines of Theorems 4 and 5. Criteria for SD
with utilities of type ( U ) and (1.4) where x' are vectors can be devel<^)ed similarly.
*If n is large, of course, this is no practical devit*. Compare Keeney aad Raiffa (1976, pp. 297 ff) where
assessing multilinear utilities is abandoned when n > 4.
'E.g., if they contain the increasing coacave functions or ttie eiqianeiitial/lineaT (cf. Rothbhim 1975)
functions.
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As Theorems 7 and 7A show, the criteria derived under assumptions of utility independence and given
substitutional structure carry over to more general situations where utility independence disappears and only
the signs of certain partial derivatives remain given (which on their part determine the substitutional
structure). Similar propositions hold in the multilinear case. Without assumptions of this type the results
become much more involved and difficult to implement; for those results the reader is referred to Mosler
(1982).
Finally, let us compare the SD approach with existing utility function methods in multiattribute decision
making. A direct method most propagated (cf. Keeney and Raiffa 1976) for real life applications proceeds as
follows: first, assess the probability distributions of the consequences; second, state and validate assumptions on utility independence of the DM's preferences; third, assess n univariate utilities and (up to) 2" - 2
scaling constants; fourth, evaluate expected utilities. When using the SD approach the first and the second
step are the same while in Step 3 only the signs of the scaling constants are to be assessed (and, possibly,
qualitative properties such as univariate risk aversion). In Step 4 instead of expected utilities a SD criterion is
to be evaluated. If one alternative comes out to be dominant over the other the SD approach needs a
considerably smaller amount of data than the direct approach; if neither alternative is dominant Steps 3 and
4 of the direct approach have to be carried out.
More generally, when being applied to a given set of consequences every SD rule yields an efficient set of
those consequences which are not dominated with respect to the class of utilities considered; i.e., all inferior
consequences are excluded. A two-stage decision procedure seems to be natural: in a first stage an
appropriate SD rule and its proper efficient set are determined, and, in a second stage, a final decision is
chosen from the efficient set by means of an arbitrary multivariate decision procedure.
In most practical situations, of course, the set of consequences is not given a priori, and quite often it
seems to be more difficult to obtain detailed information on the probability distribution functions of the
consequences than to assess the utility function. In these cases, first, qualitative properties of the utility
function may be assessed; then, the proper SD rule yields inequalities for the probabilities of the
consequences. So, the probabilities of inferior consequences need not be specified completely, but only
bounds of these probabilities must be assessed.'
'The author is indebted to an anonymous referee for his valuable suggestions concerning the title and the
conclusions of this paper.
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